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Learning from History 
 

 
 

 
 

“Those who know don’t history are doomed to 
repeat it.” 

Edmund Burke 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

“Those who do not remember the 
past are condemned to repeat it.” 

George Santayana 
 
 
 
 
 

“We learn from history that we learn 
nothing from history.” 
George Bernard Shaw 
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“Reason is the slave of the passions.” 
David Hume 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
For a long time, I thought that I understood the Burke and Santayana quotes. But I also 
appreciated the pithy insight contributed by Shaw. I now realize that I have been letting 
Burke’s and Santayana’s insights confound me. I thought that learning from history was a 
rational process. But Shaw straightened me out. The only way that you can reconcile these 
three wise men is to accept that learning from history is not a well thought out, reasoned 
process, but rather a behavior driven by David Hume’s insight that ‘Reason is the slave of 
the passions”.  
 
I now know that people do learn from history. Some examples which come to mind follow. 
They are presented in no particular order or importance or scale of social impact.  
 

1. Politicians and rulers learn that they can run up national debt, since what 
they are really doing is transferring the payment problem to the future, by which 
time they will be long gone.  

 
2. Shady business leaders learn that they can cheat their business’s 

shareholders and stakeholders with almost no probability of being brought 
to justice, since the prosecution of them is difficult, expensive and not likely to 
happen unless some extraordinarily persevering prosecutor can build a large 
personal public reputation by doing it.  

 
3. Senior government bureaucrats learn that they can endlessly indulgence 

themselves in their personality based empire building power games since 
they will never be held accountable in any meaningful way for their lack of job 
performance.  
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4. Smart criminals learn that they can get away with their crimes as long as 
they are clever about exploiting the jurisdictional boundaries between national 
and international law enforcement agencies.  

 
5. International criminals and exploiters of others learn that they can exploit 

the weak as long as they first either corrupt a national’s ruling elite, or cross 
national boundaries that are characterized by political tension between the ruling 
elites in the nations involved.  

 
6. Citizens in democracies learn that it is o.k. to say “The government owes 

me” or “The government should support me or my venture”, but never .o.k. 
to say “my fellow citizens and neighbors, who really supply the government’s 
financial resources, owe me or should support me.” 

 
7. Bankers and financiers learn that they can make large personal incomes 

from taking totally ridiculous level of commercial risk that far exceed 
common or business sense at levels of financial leverage that they would 
never grant to individual customers, as long as they do so with other people’s 
money and are regulated by regulatory bodies put in place by elected politicians.  

 
8. Political and business leaders learn that they can exploit natural resources 

at non-sustainable rates, and in environmentally destructive ways, as long as 
they can postpone the real cost of doing so into the future, preferably several 
generations into the future.  

 
9. Citizens learn that they can endlessly tolerate the self indulgence and 

udder lack of personal, business and social competence exhibited by their 
rulers and elected politicians, as long as those rulers and elected politicians 
maintain enough military and economic power to keep the citizens safe from the 
poor of the world and from exploitation by armed crazies from inside or outside 
their nation. 

 
With a little reflection, any of us who read history, or stay in touch with public events, can 
provide concrete illustrations of each of these learnings. Of course, to do so, we have to 
accept that people learn behaviorally. They don’t always need to articulate their learnings in 
rational ways, either to themselves or to others, in order to learn how to behave in these 
ways.  
 
In the world of the 21st century, all of these behavioral learnings from history are 
supplemented by one that people in the developed world relearn each and every day from 
their modern media.  
 

10. Tolerate the incompetence, the greed and the self absorption of those who 
are the public leaders in your country because you are so better off than 
the folks in the less developed world who are subjected to the violence, the 
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exploitation, the untreated disease, the greed driven corruption and the starvation 
that they experience as the hands of their national elites.   

 
People do learn from history, but does not mean that they are rational, ethical or beyond 
self-interest. This is the implicit assumption that most of us bring to our understanding of 
the Burke and Santayana quote. We read these things into the words “doomed”: and 
“condemned”. Rational people do not do things which doom or condemn them. 
 
But people learn behaviorally. Rationality is only part of human capability. Emotions and 
self concern are behind as much of our learning capability as rationality, if not more.  
 
The amazing thing about the human spirit is that a number of us remain optimistic and 
committed to making the world a better place – to learn from history how not to repeat what 
we consider as past mistakes. Some people remain committed to principles of freedom and 
equality. Some people continue to believe that human beings are entitled to a life in which 
they are not subjected to violence, exploitation and disease. Even more amazing, such 
people often express their beliefs in their humanitarian and self sacrificing behavior. The 
human spirit is a remarkable thing. For these people believe and continue to behave in this 
principled when they know perfectly well that many of their fellow human beings are 
continuously re-learning the behavioral lessons of history listed above.  
 
It is now 2020, and I wrote this over 10 years ago.  
 
I wrote this very cynical piece over 10 years ago. Re-reading it in 2022, after experiencing” 

 
1. the financial meltdown of 2008 and 2009, 

 
2. the greed driven export of jobs to China by the western world’s business leaders, 

which is now coming back to threaten the world’s global business dynamic, 
 

3. watching the behavior of Donald Trump and his family and simple corrupt use of 
the political democratic process starting in 2015, 
 

4. the simple social insanity of giving ‘nuclear - destroy us all- press the button 
power’ to one man in the world’s nuclear nation states, 
 

5. the total refusal to deal with the reality of human behavior driven accelerated 
climate change over 3 decades by the worlds’ political leaders,  
 

6.  
  
 
 

7. and now the tragedy of the deaths in the Ukraine, civilian and young Russia 
soldier, driven my one man’s out of touch vision of his personal grandeur, 
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8. and other such events and trends,  
 

leave me feeling it is still relevant today.  
 

People still learn from history. 
 

They just don’t learn the things the largest part of the world’s population, the people 
who want to see a better life for their children,  

and their children’s children,  
need them to learn. 

 
_________________________ 
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If this intrigued or inspired you, 
join the Life Long Learning about Organization Community 

to get access to more posts like this: 
click here. 
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